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• Set all Venmo transactions to AIM members to private, and do not add anyone as friends, so that nothing can be traced back to you.

• Be careful of applications, especially Facebook, that offer suggested content or suggested friends, for the same reasons as above.

• Find creative activism ideas! If you don’t want to participate in activism, that is totally fine – but definitely show up to meet-ups.

• If you have an activism idea, contact your chapter leader. Also, Generation Identity does lots of creative activism – check them out!

• Networking with groups like Proud Boys, TRS, and other respectable identitarian-adjacent groups is a good idea, but be careful.

• Create local groups! It’s OK if they’re not strictly identitarian – the goal is to challenge TPUSA and other controlled opposition.

• The dissident right is a bit low-energy right now because things seem fine to many ordinary people. We need to stay focused and

stay on message to keep people aware of the issues affecting them. Things are definitely going to pick up as 2020 gets closer.
• AIM is opening a new HR department for resolving issues, taking suggestions, etc. Eventually, the goal is to help link members to

employment opportunities and other support within the movement.
• Leadership is committed to addressing your suggestions and concerns. You have every right to voice concerns to your chapter

leader, and to contact higher leadership if the issue is not resolved.
• While losing payment processors is unfortunate, it’s very easy to send dues by mail. No one can take that away from us – use it!

Q&A
• Will AIM endorse a presidential candidate in 2020? Probably not. Trump is not delivering, so it doesn’t benefit us to endorse him.

• If I’ve been doxed and I’m ready to be on camera, are there still activism opportunities like this? Yes! Message Aimless-Nation.


